
Outside the Frame
Six dancers, where they don’t belong

“Movement[s] II - The unity of the body, movement and public space”, captures urban space as a complex of information,

signals and codes. Movement and communication surround us. Whether it’s the fashion statements, the loud phone

conversations, a look in someone’s eye, a dazzling billboard, or a traffic protocol, invisible scripts dictate our encounters

and occupy our subjectivity. In the midst of this all, the body disappears.

We don’t consider ourselves occupied as such: as following behavioral codes, or reduced to linguistic functioning, or a

tangible commodity in the field of commerce. However, Jamain Brigitha’s solid grip on her subjects at the Leidse Plein in

Amsterdam exposes an unreal fact. In a public square, designed for communal interaction, where nightlife abounds,

movement flowing from an indiscriminant, non-biased consciousness, turns the body into a ghost - a discarnate entity. The

dancer has the intention to enhance the facility of the witnesses. A dancer offers another body the chance to perceive,

consider and enjoy the contents of movement: the reality of being a body. But, this effort shows up as nearly invisible to the

crowd. A strong and straightforward manifestation, Movement[s] puts the costs of our codes of behavior into stark relief.

Jamain Brigitha also reveals how the power and courage to be vulnerable brings one further into the potential for

discovery that interaction stimulates. Jamain Brigitha empowers the dancers to dig into the source of their spiritual energy

and their willingness to reveal their connection(s) to the complex public space. Each dancer exposes his/her capacity to

incorporate the signals around him/her without judgment. The body is both giver and receiver, simultaneously. Doing this

at a tram stop is to diverge from the consensus that one should avoid being so vulnerable. Suddenly they are unreal; faint

duplicates of living persons… too weird for words. Once the body stops conforming to our expectations of encoded

display, it loses its credibility or function, and therefore most of its presence. Movement[s] records this phenomenon

exactly: bodies in motion without the armaments of linguistic tools fall into a public non-space.

Surprisingly, the dancers were not abandoned in the space by everyone. In fact, they were mostly welcomed by the

famous Amsterdam tolerance, a sublime effect on public space. Cloudy and turbulent gusts of awareness, an “I know your

there, but I don’t need to care” kind of thing… invisible again, but at least felt.

How did the dancers reappear? They were easy to ridicule, but they understood the discrepancies between their art and

public behavior. The dancers were called out of their discoveries by the police, but were allowed to continue as soon as

they could prove that they could snap back to “Reality!”, speak and answer for their behavior. But, once in a while, in

these non-spaces, there unfolded a delicate interaction; oddly and effortlessly. Strangers with a unique comfortability with

their own bodies, acknowledged them in the best way possible, by showing the courage to include the dancers in their

reality. And for more than a brief moment, they shared something precious with complete strangers: awareness that the

body is actually the threshold of reality, the site where all meaning takes place, in the moving moment.

We went out to put some magic back into the presence of the body, without demanding a performance framework. We

didn’t demand a public. Jamain Brigitha asked us to be a part of the public. When I review the work, I see six dancers

contribute a radical donation to public space. Momentary eclipses of the blinding routine of information management. I see

time expanded. Inside the camera frame exists a comprehensive unity of unresolved ambiguities and contradictions, full of

grace and truth. Outside the frame, I feel the commotion.
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